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Educating our
children will
insure a better
future for all of
us, some of the
leading
economies do
have free
university.

Solutions are limited by our choices.
In public policy making and policy implementation, activities for some are limited to law
and regulations but this is looking at real world human activity systems by the wrong end
and will not increase our choices.
Public policy is about 'a you me and us' human activities in this real  world with social
judicial and economic interaction within our Roman law system of values such as the value
for effort justice and family.
To formulate policies a lot of outside-in lateral thinking is the ABC, the  SSM analysis of
human activity systems is a good start before policy formulation, SSM helps thinking  from
the contextual viewpoint to the particular, this form of strategic thinking is the opposite of
our legalmentarians small print policies or bookkeeping busy with more and more complex
rules to divide the cake.
Policies implementation and execution follows and requires an interactive audit approach
with its  generic  rules(see auditing below)  to set  up regulations,  most importantly with
precise  measurable  deliverables  set  within a  schedule  of  outcome measuring execution
results.
The execution of  the policy and measurement  of  its  implementation and outcome is  as
important as the formulation itself of a whole political program.
Political parties, citizens, parliamentarians, are the actors in public policy making which is
about  lives  and  life  in  the  real  world.   Skills  such  as  communication  and  real  world
experience help, the parliament is supposed to contain enough individual different walk of
life  and experience from auditing the trading floor to managing a large business  while
keeping a balance between workers  shareholders and the executive and contributing to
government revenue, to  working in  and managing public  service or defence forces.

Politicians must have the ability to meet local voters needs  in a global interconnected fast
changing world and what was yesterday subsidising the right behaviour to protect local jobs
has become encouraging the right behaviour in the new global world to improve local
content and jobs and what some call now deglobalisation is  really only just protecting local
revenue to build schools and hospitals and this involves multinational companies behaviour
control rather than just locally owned businesses

'Economie politique' is about improving the policy process as much as the political/ policy
execution  and  content  in  term of  economics,  simple  things  such  as  understanding  that
growing the  cake,  the ABC of economic growth  is about growing the revenue without
increasing  the  rate  of  taxation,  something  bookkeepers  and  media  often  miss.  In  this
economic context this ABC means improving process and content in public policy to make
the most from all our resources HR minerals...  another miss by our budget centric  media.



A ABS, Age Pension. Auditing-rating in public policy

ABS the Australian Bureau of Statistics produces several documents  to draw 
public policy in the area of the age pension, documents with figures enabling to measure 
the level of dependency on the age pension as a Principal Source of Income(PSI 70 to 85%)
at retirement age and the level of super contributions by industry sector, as well as overall 
for each year since the starting of mandatory employer contributions, these figures enable 
the  measuring of the combined weekly income with centrelink(*)  for pensioners on 
rollover super plans, 2025, without change to the current retirement and super policies is 
the year a majority of Australians will not depend any more on the safety net as the 
principal source of income(PSI) but mainly on a combination of Super and asset income.

The ABS also produces documents enabling to measure economic growth as well as 
household debt, private debt, industry and government debt (local state and commonwealth) for comparisons with other 
nations and importantly to measure the impact  of various policies across different sectors of the economy(**).

(*)The median 'non age pension' income per week including super is currently around $300 while the average including super voluntary
contributions is at least 15% more, check the author's web site for the detail year by year at of  the typical weekly retirement income.
(**) At the beginning of 2014 or the last figures from the December quarter from the ABS Credit Market Outstanding table shows
that the Govt national debt is $325.5b, the States and our local debt is $145b+$108.7b and our household debt is $1766b while our private
debt is $2338.2b(billions) most of it Mortgages debt(secured by the assets). 
Another ABS document shows that we will have nearly $2000b of super savings very soon! (around $1.88trillion to start 2015)
The debt in Camberra represents 7.5% of the credit outstanding while private and household debt represents 90% of it, super savings
covers as high as 50% of our credit outstanding from an auditing viewpoint.  

Age Pension : Age pension policies will gain importance in coming years with half of  Australian voters reaching 50 
and thinking  more seriously about retirement income. Most OECD countries have built policies enabling progressive 
retirement and work for seniors however many of these countries have non means tested retirement policies in the form 
of insurance based on three tiers contributions, employer employee government, the Australian pension insurance 
system was abandoned a while ago during the menzies years. Our newer Australian pension situation is different from 
most OECD countries, we have a more recent Super system started 30 years ago during the Hawke-Keating years, the 
common span of such system to reach maturity is 42 years. Our super feeds the market loop and is one of the largest 
pool of savings in the world dwarfing our government debt but it will not be sufficient alone to remove the pressure on 
the age pension which has become more of a safety net, unfortunately  without “real” additional progressive retirement 
policies(*) such as the ones in Scandinavia France or Germany, see the author's economic web page for more detail. 

Auditing : Auditing looks at the economy and public policy from the outer world or an outside in approach appropriate 
to design policies as found in SSM and Catwoe C onstraints A ctors A ctivities T ransformations/ processes W 
eltenschung (culture of the business/ activity) O wnership and E nvironment as this data is captured in drawing a human
activity systemic view / image useful in policy making and enabling to support a pro active reviewing auditing approach
of policies in term of auditing rules, ie are these policies, human or economic systems,  safe cost effective  efficient 
flexible adaptable to ongoing changes within a clear line of accountability and ownership of who's in charge of 
maintaining and upgrading and enforcing them as well as do they serve the purpose they were intended to be built for.
With these rules  policy makers and implementers review the implementation process and refine policies,  deliverables 
and a schedule of outcome to be checked during implementation which  must also be specified clearly.
Economics parameters must also be taken into account with first an outside in approach(see ** above credit outstanding
ABS figures), only after these activities and actors have been clearly outlined first, can the processes/ transformations 
be refined.      
 

Rating : Rating agencies measure risk from an auditing viewpoint and compare the gross debt at a given point in time 
to the yearly revenue while avoid using any GDP figures. Rating Australian States is absolutely bizarre given unlike in 
the USA where states can file for bankruptcy,  the Australian constitution makes the Commonwealth liable for the debt 
of our States! 
The ratio before issuing a first warning  by rating agencies depends on circumstances, and the gross debt outlook. Auditors will start raising their 
eyebrows when  a 90% ratio of yearly revenue/ tax is not enough to cover gross debt, but it is a loose concept that also uses other parameters even 
Colin Barnett in WA was caught by surprise, although one can  argue that mortgages often represent 400%  of a dual household income, far more than
90%, but mortgages are safe and secured by bricks for the lender. Rating Australia AAA is tricky, with  States+local Govt debts, grant and loans 
between Fed and States and  both large brick secured assets and savings of nearly two trillion dollars of super. Our Revenue figures from the ABS of 
$600/700billion(that's including States+local minus grants)  shows a warning is possibly technically getting closer,  specially if economy and 
revenue stop to grow  , even with our savings,  albeit a single one year of government levy on super interests would repay half of our govt debt. 
Practically rating agencies will look at our super savings and consider our safer Kangaroo bonds issue made in $aus, before issuing warnings to 
downgrade, but these are not rules. Someone also could tinker or punches  a derivative hole in our super if we are not careful!. Many Corps had a 
triple A rating the day before GFC 1.0 before going belly up with  toxic derivatives,  some rating agencies have been stranded in cyberspace since 
with legal problems of their own and so did some of our unlucky councils! However derivatives are still around, lets be aware of it. 

http://www.iinet.net.au/~gfh/gfhws/gfhsenior.php


B  Budget 

The budget or ledger is just like the office desk to the right with
plenty of drawers and entries/ files.

For the media and bookkeepers the budget is all about transferring
the content in the drawers from one to another by increasing taxes
or cutting expenditures, if not at best quantifying budget programs
stored in these drawers to occupy treasury staff, but dividing the
cake is just gobbledegook in term of public policy and local
electors, instead growing the cake is the real Mc Coy!

Growing the economy not only enables to create jobs, it also
enables  to increase government revenue most importantly without
increasing the rate of taxation as  -we- industry of all kinds fill up
the drawers to run the nation's account and create further jobs.

All what you can see excluding the desk and the back office tasks and drawers on the above image but including the 
wizzard itself is what is used to grow the economy, not back office reformists!

 -we- fill up the drawers with economic growth in manufacturing production down processing adding value locally and 
local education etc etc etc.

In economics terms budgetomaniacs budget101 and treasury tax101 zombies are useless. 
Instead it is developing resources of all kind, HR, mining etc, skills, etc...which represents real economics. 
From the point of view of policy makers and local jobs and elections the focus is 'jobs' for  voters  interested by growth 
and job creation and security, that means deglobalisation re- skilling  insourcing reshoring local jobs down processing 
adding value and supply chain protection with precise and well targeted PPPs taking effect pro-actively.
It does not mean reactive outsourcing offshoring delocalisation mondialisation and globalisation with pseudo “clever” 
convoluted trade agreement for multinationals escaping the tax through vertical landing and brown bags in fiscal 
paradises and by the same token cutting our revenue for health and education.

There is an opportunity cost when following ultra left policies which prevent other things to be done in priority such as 
free university, and ditto for ultra right offshoring and selling assets which kill growth, industries, and jobs.

In the drawer metaphor a marxist bloated bureaucracy is the large back office emptying the ledger drawers(CRF/ 
common revenue fund to be plundered by ultra marxists) with more chiefs than indians,  drawers that were filled up by 
people creating growth in the fields.
Consequently the current form of debate in the media and parliament is plotting the 'back office reformists' influence 
made of the ledger centric right wingers (the bookkeepers) or the leftist social mob plundering the CRF versus the hands
on 'people in the fields' looking for local job creation, that is,  us local voters!.
Australia has two million public jobs out of 12 million, social services health and education have do-ers and back office 
jobs, the challenge for public policy makers is to employ all hands making the most of all our resources not chopping 
hands, when it comes to unemployment and retirement policies design, the challenge remains to make the most from all 
our resources in an economic sense as well as in a social sense, one cannot overshadow the other!

For the most it is not really a political debate of leftists versus right wingers when both sides have their ghosts hanging 
around in this house of smoke and mirrors that is our budget, a budget where one can offshore billion of dollars of 
defence industries and jobs and in the next breath deny to defence personnel a modest increase in wages when the 
nation is fighting terrorism and most difficult conflicts with the UN.

Recession and stagnation are associated with  falling living standards these are facts worth remembering more than  our 
unemployment numbers which are based on a wrong calculation criteria and tinkered with because we are not running 
unemployment and age pensions on insurance like policies but instead we are running them on means and 
circumstances tested budget outlays.
Parliamentarians too often  legalmentarians have been elected to design public policy, grow the cake within the 
constitutional and legal framework, protect the nation, create jobs, protect industries supply chain for jobs critical to 
build the nation future, not to discuss budget trivia using smoke and mirrors, bean counters and experts in small prints 
or -clever- bookkeeping tacticians. 



C Constitution 

The Australian Constitution has been built on values for -Effort, Family and Justice-,  we have built a sense of duty for 
our nation cemented by the sacrifices in two world  wars, but do we
have a sense of duty for our  Aussie States ?
Does the Commonwealth have a sense of  duty towards our Aussie
States ?
Nothing can prevent a newly State elected  Williem Boar III to walk
into a State Mint tomorrow to print Gildings and most of the
Australian Taxation is more based on legislation than constitutional
ground and could be revoked  by the States the same way, almost
instantly.
Our constitution is bypassed everyday a bit more by the
Commonwealth and Australia has a vertical imbalance between State
and Commonwealth rarely matched between local and central
government in any  OECD Countries with an enormous amount of unnecessary duplications including judiciary.

The whole funding system between States and Commonwealth will have to be seriously reworked in keeping the critical 
force  in our fiscal integration before talking of  'federalism and republic' can make any sense. 
In such event public policy will have to take into account the new 'deglobalisation' push in economic policy with the 
return of Commonwealth/State jobs in well targeted pro-active PPPs(Private Public Partnership) to anchor local jobs 
whenever the new free for all 'VL/vertical ownership' threaten to kill both revenue and jobs in our critical industries.
According to the journalist David Solomon, 'The State of the States' The Federal system in Australia is a mess. The  
States continue to exist only because the Constitution in effect prevents them from being abolished. But essentially they 
have become beggars rather than the sovereign entities they once proclaimed themselves to be. Even when they are 
united, they are unable to lessen the political and economic dominance of the federal government.....The single most 
important reason for the decline of the states arises out their dependence on the Commonwealth for money. 
They are unable to raise enough revenue to fund their own expenditures(*).

It is worth adding to David Solomon last line(*) in the comment that this is a terminal cancer and States receives a 
double whammy of denied revenue from Canberra when it is cutting the cake instead of growing the cake, 'cleverly' 
passing the buck(increasing the GST will definitively worsen this problem, get ready for more debt and more cutting 
the cake backoffice techniques) in top of the problems of duplication(probably up to one third of the budget!)  and 
waste that have been unresolved due to the difficulty to pass amendments in the constitution, since 1901 less than 10% 
of the last 50 constitution amendment referendums have succeeded with the current prevailing counting method, 
another problem for 'funding policy' makers! see -Australian State of the States- on the author's website for more. 
Until WWII the State collected most taxes  including Income Tax the largest revenue collection, during WWII this right 
was stripped from the States because of War efforts and never amended in the constitution nor given back after the war.

C Constitution Corporatocraties

As I write these lines the British Parliament that operates nearly 100% by legislation rather than constitutional 
amendments has just introduced a legislation which will  tax corporate profits made in the UK by corporations installed
in tax havens or in cyberspace, it is a food for thoughts if you write  policies to chase the growing Vertical Landing 
brotherhood and eCommercers killing revenue(specially GST) and local businesses who unlike the brotherhood 
cannot escape taxes including a GST supposed to fix States problems but does not apply to internet commerce. 
Corporate vandalism discussed at the recent G20(*)  is one of  the main cause of revenue shortfalls and the OECD
and the IMF are trying to find solutions, possibly a long shot given that toxic derivatives that have created the GFC are 
still around for a probable GFC 2.0 if nothing is changed. 
eEducation from Harvard and the like will also calm down the desperados of higher education fees, when countries such
as France and Germany leading tech developers in Car and Aircraft manufacturing have no fees including for most  
foreign students, even airbus industries a 24 govt and private PPP is operating Airbus Industries supply chain electronics
and robotics free universities for its participants.

(*) it does not mean all corps don't pay their fair share of tax, most do,  local ones pay even more than they should, 
even when we say our Super funds work for the benefits of our members, the money has to be invested somewhere, 
often in equities to get returns...or even jobs rather than capital intensive activities hopefully not derivatives!

http://www.iinet.net.au/~gfh/gfhws/gfhsenior.php


D   Conclusion : Debt Demographics Democracies De-globalisation Derivatives

With proper usage of all its resources, no cash in hand, no offshored jobs, and all activities feeding  a steady revenue 
growth, all combined with a strong cultural identity, Australia  could enjoy a much bigger population and its associated 
growth.
The current government debt is manageable specially when made of  kangaroo bonds/ securities(see figures above), but 
our household debt is concerning, we have the largest household debt to income ratio in the world with Canada,  in line 
with some of the highest property price in the world. 
Our system of funding for the States is not sustainable, creating a debt at State level which will never be repaid by the 
States alone, further more the State are not able to invest properly on their future to take advantage of their strengths 
and develop the economy,  consequently with the mining boom slowing down and little investments in down 
processing, adding value activities apart from construction, and without urgent replacement activities for the silly 
dismantling of large manufacturing chunks, a recession could be in sight.
- Currently only NSW is escaping Australia economic slow down, thanks to capital intensive activities and 
construction industries propped up by asset speculation from overseas investors often buying with printed paper, the 
penalty is paid by other States and industries as well as locally by our younger generation!
- After the mining 'dutch disease' lacking adding value, we have now a new two speed economy in NSW to replace it. 
- The States have failed to take advantage of their strengths, because of obtuse thinking from Canberrists regarding their
capacity to generate revenue through a -real- full employment that cannot be measured under the current ABS model.
-Just bad Bookkeeping economics going back to the Costello years and a crazy implementation of the GST which now 
could well be leading us to a recession that we did not have to have despite efforts in construction and infrastructures.
-All this will not bring markets closer and bring down our transport costs to these, below bulk and container size! 

First the transition from this recession will be painful if left to the globalisation Vertical landing musketeers which can 
asphyxiate national economies by owning globally vertically all the different components of the chain in each industry 
and infiltrates in democracies people at the heart of political decisions.
Second, without systemic re-skilling and re-developing state ownership in PPPS as a priority to protect critical 
industries wages and to offer flexible opportunities to the workforce the Australian economy and living standard will 
decline, trade unions are good at the work context and need to be more pro-active on the re-skilling front and State 
owned enterprise output, because if it is strategic to jobs and the nation it must stay in State hands.

Finally the privatisation pendulum reached the end of its course from State based industries of 50 years ago to 
the excessive privatisations of today free for all characterised by decreasing government revenue, the pendulum 
is starting to swing back towards PPPs and -deglobalisation-  to protect jobs, industries, govt revenue from the 
toxic excesses of the free for all, vertical ownership/ landing.  
Australian politicians making public  policies have not yet waken up to this new buzzword, -deglobalisation-, and level 
playing field safeguards appearing here and there where they are needed. This will happen here too albeit less, because 
our main trading partner China,  should still cushion our economy more than other economies...but only  if we are 
careful with vertical ownership and not selling the goose that lays the golden egg!

Growing the economy will require skilled policy makers and unions having a strong awareness of  the excesses above.
Growing the economy will require a financial and banking system purged from the excesses of exotic transactions such 
as derivatives(which could swallow our super if we are not careful), a financial and banking system supporting not only 
capital intensive or mortgages activities but also an efficient market with equities helping local business development, 
local innovation and local new industries.
Growing the economy requires to keep an eye on UK japan US and EU busy QE, which utilises offshore hands and 
exports inflation. Ultimately this will hit us back with devaluation of currencies and the dance of prices on retail shelves
whenever it is no more feasible to utilise new available offshored hands in developing countries currently absorbing the 
inflation without destroying totally, local industries, jobs and currencies.  
No one want bitcoins or virtual currencies and a cash in hand economy taking place in cyberspace destroying our 
capacity to build our schools, our hospitals, destroying our  capacity to protect our culture and values!
ABC Policy makers reminder: 
A Economics is not an exact science, however there is a bit of art and psychology in economics
but certainly no budgetomania, only resources development, all kind, putting all hands at work. 
B Since  Bretton  Wood 70s  the  $US is  the  world  currency,  because  of  that,  the  US Market
economy may never work downunder for us strictly as a model,  remnibi and Euro blurred things
a bit more for the $US as world currency,  and all major currencies have been printed a lot lately.
C Since the 90s removal of the Glass-Steagall the world banking system developed questionable
practices and toxic financial products that BIS/ Basel 1 2 3 etc... have not  yet eradicated. 


